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A COVERING CONDITION FOR PRIME IDEALS

W. W. SMITH

Abstract. Commutative rings are studied which have the

property that every ideal contained in the union of a collection of

prime ideals is contained in one of the prime ideals of the collection.

This property is shown to be equivalent to the condition that every

prime ideal is the radical of a principal ideal.

All rings considered in this note will be commutative. Reis and

Viswanathan [l] considered the following property:

(*) if an ideal 7ÇUaes P« where the Pa iaES) are prime ideals of

R then IQPa for some aES.

The principal result of [l] is that a Noetherian ring satisfies (*)

if and only if every prime ideal is the radical of a principal ideal. The

theorem below shows the hypothesis that the ring be Noetherian is

not needed.

Also in [l] the authors consider the "apparently weaker" con-

dition:

(**) if a prime ideal PÇUass P« when the Pa iaES) are prime

ideals of R then PÇZPa for some aES.

The observation that for the Pa prime, the complement of l)aes P«

is a multiplicative semigroup leads one to conclude if 7 is any ideal

contained in Uaes P then there is a prime ideal P such that 7ÇP

£Uaes Pa- It then follows that condition (*) and (**) are equivalent.

Theorem. A ring R satisfies (*) if and only if every prime ideal of

R is the radical of a principal ideal in R.

Proof. We first show if P is prime and P is not the radical of a

principal ideal then P is contained in the union of a collection of

prime ideals, none of which contain P. For each r in P since P^y/r

and since y/r is the intersection of all of the prime ideals of R which

contain r, there is a prime PT such that r£Pr but P(£.Pr. Clearly

PCUrepPr- Therefore, if R satisfies (*) then every prime must be

the radical of a principal ideal. Conversely, if PÇZ(JaEs P« and P = "v/>"
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for some r we must have r in U«es Pa- Therefore rEPa for some a in

5 and hence P = \^rÇ.Pa. Thus we conclude R satisfies condition

(**) and hence (*).
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